Abstract

In academic field, previous studies have revealed the importance of self-regulated learning (SRL) by linking it to positive motivation, application of appropriate learning strategies and desirable academic outcomes. SRL is a personal learning approach and it has been viewed as essential learning procedures that could influence students learning behavior and their academic achievement. The main purpose of this study is to investigate the motivational level and use of learning strategies of secondary four students in learning History before and after an intervention program. The activities and materials designed in the intervention program have integrated the content of History in order to provide a comprehensive picture and rich information for effective teachers practice in school contexts. This was a pre- and post-test quasi-experimental design which consists of experimental and control groups. Sequential quantitative and qualitative data collections and analysis methods were engaged to obtain a deep insight of the findings results. Quantitative research instruments used in this study was Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire whereas Self-regulated learning Interview Schedule was used as interview protocol. Convergence and divergence data emerged between students’ responses on the questionnaire and interview for particular constructs within self-regulatory strategies in the intervention.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Human learning is a complex process and occurs across life span. According to Beltrán (2006), learning is regarded as “an active, cognitive, constructive, significant, mediated and self-regulated process” (Montalvo & González Torres, 2004, p.2). As such, learning associates to ‘metacognitive’ learning approach which emphasizes in helping students to learn how and when to take control of their own learning through the process of goal defining and monitoring of their progress for goal attainment (Bransford et al., 2006). This definition of metacognitive learning is in line with one of the definition of SRL, which focuses on students learning behaviour. Both metacognitive and self-regulated learning emphasize that effective learners are aware of when and how to use specific type of learning strategies, they are proactive, responsible and possess positive mindset in their learning. Thus, self-regulated learning (SRL) behaviour is one of the most interesting and attractive areas in educational psychology and numerous researches have been conducted to study self-regulation (Ng, 2010). SRL has been considered as an important process that could help to explain different achievement levels of students and help them to improve their performance (Boekaerts, Pintrich, & Zeidner, 2000). Pintrich (2000) describes SRL as:
In order to be aware of their general academic strength and weaknesses, students need to self-regulate their cognition, metacognition, motivation, learning resource and environment through self-regulatory strategies, such as planning, self-controlling, self-monitoring, and self-reflection. Students may have certain level of self-regulative knowledge, but they may not know how to sufficiently implement self-regulatory strategies in their learning process. Thus, they must be taught the self-regulatory knowledge and skills on how to regulate their engagement in tasks to optimize their learning processes and outcomes and eventually develop the self-regulated learning behaviour.

In theories of SRL, students’ motivation and learning in classroom are two interdependent components and the learning process might not be fully understand if they are treated apart from each other (Zimmerman, 1989a). Many educational psychology researchers emphasizes that SRL actually required both will and skill of a learner in order to have significant achievement (Blumenfeld & Marx, 1997; McCombs & Marzano, 1990).

A specially design intervention program which incorporated self-regulatory strategies with secondary four History subject not only provides knowledge but also opportunity to students to practice the learned strategies. A student with sufficient SRL behaviour possesses very personal and individual learning approach which allows them to perform sustainable motivation level and efficient application of learning strategies to learn History.

■ 2.0 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

In Malaysia, History is a primary subject taught in the secondary level. It is a pass-required subject in lower secondary national examination called Lower Secondary Assessment (PMR) and higher secondary national examination known as Malaysian Certificate of Education (SPM). One more paper, Paper 3, will be added to initial SPM examination format starts year 2013 (Sin Chew Jit Poh, 2012). Students need to exert more effort and time, and application of effective learning strategies are required to learn this subject in future.

Difficulties faced by low achievement students in History should be taken into consideration. According to Tor (2004), secondary four students face difficulties and troubles when come to this subject, as they do not go through deep learning and logical thinking process. They eventually show superficial understanding towards this subject and behave passively during History class. Students do not have effective learning strategies to master History learning materials and thus, they encounter difficulties to memorize and elaborate important facts of History. Learning History is not only memorizing the events which happened in the past. History is the past experiences of a society and should be learned based on historical understanding and thinking skills (Chapin, 2007). Unfortunately, in most of the conventional classroom, History is taught based on prescribed syllabus which must be completed in certain time frame. Too much input without considering students’ affective in learning interfere the effectiveness of learning.

In Johor state, the passing percentage for History subject are comparatively low, as shown in Table 1 and indicates that typical approaches to teach History produce relatively poor performances on students’ capacity to recall what they were taught. Even though percentage of passing for History subject gradually increase from year to year, however, it still remains the last position if compare to other core subjects yearly. In the panel meeting of History subject which held in Johor Bahru in July 2008, students low achievement has become an issue to discuss (Meeting report, 2008).

Effective learning in History requires serious effort with strong will and skill. These assumptions are found in self-regulated SRL which emphasizes students’ motivation and effective learning strategies to learn a subject. Students’ motivation of learning is regarded as learning will, and effective learning strategies that pursued by students to learn a subject are treated as skill. Students need to invest sufficient effort to self-monitor self-control and self-evaluate their learning process, to decide and choose how and why to use specific learning strategy in order to attain the desire goals. A more proactive learning method would be able to help students to understand thoroughly the content of History taught in the classroom, to enhance their learning motivation and strategies for this subject and eventually perform better in their learning.

To overcome the personal weaknesses as well as other inter-related factors in the learning process, SRL could be an effective learning approach to enhance students’ learning of History, a subject often perceived as boring and difficult. When students master effective learning strategy for this subject, they will become more motivated to learn. Motivation in learning is important because motivation and affection play an essential role in self-regulated learning.

Previous research evidences shows that when students were given proper and adequate training in self-regulated learning techniques, all students can improve their learning, including the degree of control over learning process and performance, in all subjects. Self-regulation training would increase students’ self-efficacy for subject performance (Schunk, 2005). Thus, students’ self-efficacy to learn History must be enhanced before they can perform better for this subject. This is because students who believe they use effective strategies help them to learn more, perform better and more efficacious when choosing and applying strategies to accomplish their task.

Implications of this study propose that History teachers should be trained on self-regulated learning dimensions so that they can deliver effective self-regulatory strategies and techniques to students. Better understanding to self-regulated learning approach help History teachers to structure their teaching methods (Paris & Winograd, 2001) and deliver authentic work to students (Paris & Paris, 2001). Besides deliver History content, teachers should encourage students to set learning and performance goals that they desire to attain, to perceive the difficulties and the value of the task, self-belief of their ability to accomplish the task, self-evaluate the learning resources to assist them when they encounter difficulty, self-adjust the learning strategies and finally, self-reflect on the quality of their work before hand-in to the teachers. As such, teachers play important role to help students to develop SRL behaviour.

Students who exercise self-regulatory strategies are proactive learners. Proper implementation of self-regulatory strategies helps students to train their mind and also cultivate positive mindset in the process of learning (Yong & Yeo, 2012). However, from the literature, most researchers in Malaysia are more likely to examine the factors that affect students’ self-regulation behaviours. Some researchers study the relationship between SRL and students performance in smart schools (Ng et al., 2005). They do not integrate self-regulatory strategies in specific subject content and examine the effectiveness of these strategies to improve students’ motivation, learning strategies and achievement for that subject, especially in conventional learning environment. Thus, this study attempts to define the gap of
SRL research in Malaysia as to study the effectiveness of intervention of SRL strategies integrated with History subject in ordinary secondary school.

3.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS

This main purpose of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of the intervention program in helping students to improve their motivation level and use of learning strategies to learn History subject. The intervention program consisted of designed self- regulatory strategies which integrate with the content of secondary four History was conducted. After intervention, interview is conducted because researcher is interested to further understand students’ application of learning strategies. Researcher is interested in questions, such as do they self-monitor, self-evaluate, self-control, and self-reflect the difference between the desire goals and contemporary stage of their learning? Do they realize the appropriate choices of strategies enhance their learning? Do they effectively manage the time and effort of learning History subject? Do they seek help when they encounter learning difficulties? Is peer learning sufficiently help them to revise their learning material and complete the task?

4.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the field of education psychology, there are various theories interrelated to SRL, such as social cognitive, operant, volition, Vygotskian, cognitive constructive, and phenomenological. Among the theories, social cognitive theory had been widely used and it has guided comprehensive research on self-regulation in the field of educational psychology (Ng, 2010). Different models of SRL propose distinctive constructs and approaches in academic areas. For example, Zimmerman proposes cyclical phases of SRL which involve forethought, performance or volition control, and also self-reflection (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1998); Paris and Winograd (2001) suggest three principles of SRL model, which refers to self-appraisal, self-management, and self-regulatory. However, these models share some basic common assumptions about learning and regulation behaviours. Pintrich (2000) had synthesized various assumptions and recommended a framework for categorizing and sorting the areas and different phases of self-regulated learning.

A few models of SRL have been studied, compared and integrated (Figure 1). The foundation of SRL model used in this study is grounded based on Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory. This theory emphasizes that most human actions are goal directed and views human functioning as interactions between behavioural, environmental, and personal factors. Therefore, self-regulatory processes such as self-observation or behavioural monitoring, self-judgment or self-evaluation of progress, and self-reaction, including both affective and tangible self-initiative consequences, are influenced by personal and environmental factors.

Pintrich’s (2000) model encompasses four phases of self-regulatory strategies implementation in the learning process. These four phases of strategies are planning, monitoring, control, and reflection. Each phase involves four general domains that students can try to self-regulate; they are cognition, motivation, behaviour, and the environment domain (Figure 1). However, metacognitive strategies have become an independent domain in the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) because of its importance to instil awareness to students. The four phases of self-regulatory strategies were inserted in the intervention program which designed based on the four self-regulation domains. For example, students were taught to plan, self-monitor, control and reflect on their choices of cognitive learning strategies to grasp the content of learning materials.

The four phases of strategies represent a general time-ordered sequence and should be treated as suggestions when learners go through their task and learning, there is no strong assumption that the phases are hierarchically constructed as such that earlier phases must take place before the later phases. In History class, teachers and students should apply the strategies according to the needs of the task and learning. The appropriateness and effectiveness of particular strategies in helping students to enhance their understanding of learning materials and improve their performance should be considered.

5.0 RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

This was a quasi-experimental design with intervention program in the middle of the pre- and post-test. Pre- and post-test were conducted to determine students’ changes on their motivational level and their use of learning strategies before and after intervention. Sequential explanatory design (Creswell et al., 2003) was used in this study. In such design, quantitative questionnaire is implemented first followed by qualitative interview for data collection and data analysis. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are equally important and the results from both methods have been compared, consolidated, and discussed in an integration manner.

5.1 Participants

Two similar classes of secondary four students, whose age was ranging from 16 to 17 years old, were selected as participants for this experimental research. These students were from existing classes and it was not practical to assign them randomly for treatment. However, these two classes were taught by the same History teacher. One of these classes was assigned as experimental group with 30 students, and the other class was assigned as control group with 28 students. Statistically, it has been proven no significant differences in their motivational level and use of learning strategies to learn History before the intervention program started (Table 2).

5.2 Research Instrument

This was a mixed methods research design, and thus involved quantitative questionnaire and qualitative interview protocol. Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) is a 7-likert self-report instrument which contains two sections (Pintrich, et al., 1991). First section is motivation section and there are 31 items to evaluate students’ motivational orientations to learn History. The other section
includes 50 items to assess students’ application of learning strategies in learning this subject. Motivation section involved constructs such as expectancy, value, and affective. Constructs of expectancy components are control of learning beliefs, self-efficacy; whereas value components consist of intrinsic, extrinsic goal of learning, and task value. Test anxiety is treated as sub-scale under affective component.

After analysing data of MSLQ in post-test, purposive respondents were selected to attend individual interview session. In this study, Self-regulative Learning Interview Schedule (SRLIS) was used as guideline for qualitative interview protocol. SRLIS was developed by Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986) and has been widely used since then. However, the learning scenarios in the initial SRLIS have been linked to the History learning contexts in Malaysia which could easily understand by secondary four students. A question related to test anxiety has been added to the initial interview protocol after the analysis of MSLQ. In short, data driven approach has been taken and thus questions and scenarios created on SRLIS used in this study were specifically designed to meet the requirement of the research questions.

5.3 Research Procedures

Research procedures focus on data collection. There were two stages of data collection procedures. First stage emphasized on collecting quantitative data by using MSLQ in pre-and post-test, to determine the effectiveness of intervention in helping students to improve their motivational level and usage of learning strategies in History. Second stage of data collection involved individual interview sessions to collect qualitative data after the intervention program.

5.3.1 Pre- and Post-Test

Pretesting students was an important process to establish group equivalence and also for comparison of students’ improvement between pre- and post-test after the intervention program. During the first meeting, students in experimental and control group were required to answer questions on MSLQ for 45 minutes.

After 15 sessions of intervention program for students in experimental group, MSLQ was administrated again for both groups of students. The gap between pre- and post-test was seven month. It was sufficient to prevent practice effect that makes students more proficient in subsequent test performance (Best & Kahn, 1998).

5.3.2 Intervention Programs

Fifteen sessions of intervention program with integrated content of secondary four History has been designed. In the intervention, students were coached on techniques of planning, self-monitoring, self-control, and self-reflect on their motivation, cognition, behaviour, and also learning environment. They were taught through the following methods:

i. planning - use examples to guide students do planning for targeted goal, includes intrinsic and extrinsic goal of learning History; make daily, weekly and monthly learning time table, plan appropriate cognitive learning strategies for task accomplishment, and also set a conducive learning place outside the classroom.

ii. self-monitoring - encourage and guide students to be self-initiated, aware and monitor of various aspects of cognitive learning strategies, metacognition, self-regulation, task value, control of learning beliefs, monitor and self-record of their performance for all tests and exam, self-monitor and manage all aspects of resources, and the appropriateness of the study place.

iii. self-control - teach students to sufficiently select cognitive learning strategies by using examples, motivation managing strategies, increase or decrease time and effort to study History, how and where to seek help when learning difficulties appear, change or leave disturbance when study History outside the classroom.

iv. self-reflection - teach students how to make judgments and evaluation of their completed task, exam performance, reflect on the effectiveness of cognitive strategies to grasp the learning content, enhance their resource management skills, evaluation of learning context, and also make positive attributions for their success and failure.

Every session of intervention took 60-65 minutes. Instructions of intervention, such as direct teaching of strategies, modelling, examples, autonomous practice using strategies, feedback from researcher, self-observation and self-judgment, were written clearly in the module of intervention. Appropriate learning materials were designed to enhance students’ learning throughout the intervention, such as examples of study schedule, charts for them to self-record their marks on tests and exam, self-monitor and self-reflection questionnaires, tasks and work sheets. Encouragement and motivational talks were given to students throughout the intervention program to inculcate positive mindset to students in order to encourage them to learn History proactively. Activities, skills and strategies taught in intervention program emphasized students’ intrinsic development and overt learning behaviour in History.

Appropriate respondents were selected from students who indicated great improvement in their motivational level and usage of learning strategies on MSLQ. Thirteen students had been individually interviewed after post testing process.

6.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS

Analyses were done to investigate students’ motivational level and use of learning strategies at the start and after intervention program by using descriptive analysis, followed by inferential analysis to determine the effectiveness of intervention by examining the differences between each construct of motivation and learning strategies. Lastly, qualitative transcription were analyzed and coded based on prescribed themes to investigate the effects of intervention program.
6.1 Quantitative Results

Dependent and independent t-test was used as quantitative data analysis methods to compare the mean scores achieved by same groups of students and between two groups of students respectively. Statistic results discussed below were all significantly different at the two-tailed 5% level unless stated otherwise.

T-test results showed that students who have undergone intervention program displayed significantly difference in their motivation of learning History before (Mean=4.79, SD=.50) and after (Mean=5.31, SD=.45) intervention (Figure 2 and 3). In this case, sig. = .003. They also indicated significant differences of their use of learning strategies before and after intervention program (sig. = .007). The mean scores of the learning strategies before intervention was 4.19 (SD=.31) and after intervention was 4.47 (SD=.22).

Students who were not given intervention program have demonstrated deteriorated mean scores of their motivational level and learning strategies over time (Figure 2 and 3). During the pre-test, the mean score for their motivational level was 5.08 (SD=.41) but the mean score of post-test was 4.73 (SD=.37). T-test results showed that the mean score of motivational level decreased significantly between pre- and post-test (sig. = .006). Their use of learning strategies decreased as well in the nine months time. In the pre-test, they achieved 4.46 (SD=.27) as the mean scores for sections learning strategies, however, the mean score decreased in the post-test (Mean=4.12, SD=.27). They have indicated significantly difference in their learning strategies between pre- and post-test. Students in control group have shown lower motivational level and the use of learning strategies for History when they were not given intervention program. Statistically, students undergone intervention program improved both their motivational level and learning strategies when compared to students who did not.

6.2 Qualitative Results

Interview data has been transcribed and categorized according to the themes. By categorization, long interview conversation could be reduced and placed into the themes (Kvale, 2007). Five themes have been developed according to SRL components: motivation, cognitive learning strategies, metacognitive self-regulation, resource management strategies, and learning environment. Interview data provided deeper knowledge to researcher regards students’ application of learning strategies for History after intervention program. Students started to self-aware of their learning behaviour for this subject. Generally, they have self-monitored that they invested too little study time and effort for this subject outside the classroom.

7.0 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Both quantitative and interview data has revealed convergence and divergence results between MSLQ and SRLIS. Same instructions of intervention were given to all students in experimental group; however they demonstrated different level of usage in learning strategies after receiving intervention program. Their performances resulted from their own learning styles. Thus, statements revealed by students in the interview session support some of the findings in MSLQ, but there were also contradictory statements appeared in the conversations which did not support the findings in MSLQ.

Sound findings between MSLQ and SRLIS could be found when the mean score of students’ intrinsic and extrinsic goals in MSLQ parallel students’ information during interview. The mean score increased after intervention program. In the interview, students revealed that they started to think about the targeted goal they could achieve confidently. However, they prefer extrinsic goal rather than intrinsic goal as most of them were inspired to get better grades for the tests and exam in future. They set goals and planned appropriate cognitive learning strategies for goal attainment. Self-regulated learning is a personal process and a passionate learning approach. This is because it allows students to learn according to their own ability and unique learning needs. Thus, students planned their targeted goal according to their abilities and learning resources they have in hand.

However, contradictory results have emerged between students expectancy components (control of learning beliefs and self-efficacy) on MSLQ and test anxiety. Students have indicated increment of mean score for expectancy components (self-efficacy and control of learning beliefs) and also test anxiety. This finding contradicted the evidences shown by previous research. According to Pintrich (1991) and other researchers, test anxiety has been found related negatively to the expectancy components and academic performance. From the interview, students admitted that they felt anxious especially when they were not well prepared to sit for the test or exam. In reality, students who indicated improvement of their self-efficacy and control of learning beliefs on MSLQ have been found engaged low level of confidence and beliefs towards their ability in learning History. Incongruence situations occurred between their emotional stage and their effort to learn History. They did not believe that their effort in studying History would result in positive outcomes. Thus, they did not exert full effort to study this subject before tests or exam. Insufficient preparation for tests made them anxious and worried, especially when they were unable to answer most of the questions in the test papers.

This is understandable because hypothetical questions under control of learning beliefs and self-efficacy construct on MSLQ did not provide clear picture about student improvement in their real effort to control their performance in study. For example, the questions sound “If I try hard enough, then I will understand the materials of History”, “If I study in appropriate ways, then I will be able to understand the materials of History”, “I believe I will receive an excellent grade for History”, “I expect to do well for History”. The assumption underlying in these two constructs is if students feel that they can control the learning outcomes, they are more likely to invest more effort to study strategically for goal attainment. Quantitatively, a student’s knowledge towards their control of learning beliefs and self-efficacy were supposed to increase if he answers ‘not at all true of me (1)’ in the pre-test and answer ‘very true of me (7)’ in the post-test after the intervention program. However, these constructs concern not only student knowledge and perceptions of SRL but also refers to their effort to make their study different and to engage them to more strategically and effective learning strategies. Self-efficacy influences student judgment and attitude towards their learning. If students believe that they are the key factor to impact their learning outcomes but they do not have confident in their own ability to learn the subject, they are more likely to maintain their old learning behaviours. Thus, they felt
anxious during the test. They have to convince themselves in order to be confident to write or choose answers in the test because they have not revised the materials thoroughly.

Undoubtedly, students in control group have suffered deteriorated in their use of learning strategies over time (Figure 2 and 3). Students who undergone intervention program disclosed correlated information between their responses on MSLQ and the application of learning strategies for History subject after intervention program. They were more likely to use intensive rehearsal and memorization skills to remember the facts and important points of the content. They highlighted the points from the content and make into small notes as their own reference. They recited over and over to memorize the points. However, their elaboration and organization skills need to be refined because they did not relate much of the content to their prior knowledge. They also did not have much idea about how to outline the material from the reference and text books. Only a few students revealed that they make flow charts and mind-maps to organize their readings. However, they have right effort attempting to reread the questions and try to understand the requirements of a task and eventually outline the key points. They also try to understand the materials by connecting their reading and lectures by teachers.

Critical thinking is skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating information. Even though students indicated improvement of their critical thinking skill quantitatively, divergence qualitative data has been encountered. They were lacking of ability or skill to question History content that have been taught by teacher, find good supporting evidences for historical incidents, develop own ideas towards learning material that have been revealed to them, or even finding conclusion to the texts they read. Exam oriented and teacher-centered teaching and learning process in contemporary classroom inhibit students to cultivate critical thinking learning behaviour (Toh, 2003). Students become passive learners; they receive and accept whatever information that delivered by teachers.

Students who received intervention program established progress on their resource management strategies included time and effort management, peer learning and help seeking. Qualitative data supported these findings because students gave out meaningful and useful information regarding their ways they seek for social and non-social resources, keep monitoring and reviewing records of the previous performances. Most of the students self-record their results for tests and examinations for their own reference, even though they did not record the marks in a proper format. The good effort to self-record their performance helps them to monitor and control the strategies they used effectively. They may self-reflect on the effectiveness of a particular learning strategy which resulting the current outcomes. They may also take action to refine and adjust the insufficient strategies in order to attain better results.

Some students made constructive attribution on the current performance of History. They exert effort to discover the causes that brought them to contemporary results, either good or poor results. However, specific time management skill needs to be enhanced as most of the students did not plan adequate study time for this subject. Attribution of poor results made them alert of their weakness but they were not desirable to set proper study time. They did not make study schedule because they have no confidence to strictly follow what has been planned. They admitted they were easily distracted by other things during their study for the subject.

Students would seek assistance from their peers in the class or from other classes when they encountered learning difficulties. They formed discussion groups to study and complete their assignments in group. The tendency to check their completed tasks with peers’ work was high. Some of the students would seek help from History teacher only when they could not solve the problem with their peers. Most of the time, they referred notes in text and reference books to seek for answers for their assignments.

Undoubtedly, the benefits of proper time planning and study place outside the classroom have been revealed in the intervention. Students have knowledge towards questions such as ‘I make good use of my study time for History’, ‘I usually study in a place where I can concentrate on my tasks’ and made ideal choice of the options in the questions. However, in reality, most of the students did not set study time for themselves. Their effort to learn History was low as they sometimes did not realize distractions and interferences occurred while they were studying this subject. They were easily distracted by TV, online games, and internet. Their commitment to learn and complete tasks in History was low.

Students might realize the importance of conducive study environment at home; however, they were not able to do so because of economy factors. For example, some students live in a small flat unit with numerous siblings. They need to share the bedroom among other siblings and there was no vacant room available to be designated as study room. Some students study on dining table, and some students do their homework in the living area of the house.

Interview data have provided insight the actual way of students’ application of self-regulatory strategies after intervention program. Interview data revealed the reality faced by students and further explained the results produced by the quantitative data. In conclusion, the practice of self-regulatory strategies in daily learning for History is not sufficient. Students need continuously practice of the strategies in their daily learning in order to enhance their will and skill of using the strategies. The knowledge and experience of self-regulatory strategies application in and out of the classroom may produce better skills if the students are provided with more opportunities to practice the strategies. The skills may also be refined if they practice these strategies for other subjects as well. Continuous encouragement and guidance from subject teachers and parents may help students to sustain and maintain their usage of self-regulated learning strategies in the learning.

8.0 CONCLUSION

In higher secondary, students need skills and continuous determination in order to understand and effectively elaborate facts of History. The exam format of History subject in SPM is not only focusing on objective questions, but including subjective questions. There are structured questions in Part B and in Part C, students need to answer questions in essay format.

Combination of motivation and learning strategies help students to improve their performance. Intervention program in this study with incorporated self-regulatory strategies and History content succeed in providing knowledge and inculcate students’ awareness of the advantages to enhance their learning in this subject. Good self-regulated learning behaviour may result in positive outcomes in students’ motivational level and use of learning strategies in History. However, a learning behaviour can only be sustained and developed
sufficiently if students have the will and skill to apply it consistently. Therefore, continuous practice for self-regulatory strategies is required in and out of the classroom. More positive changes on students’ learning behaviours can be attained if self-regulatory strategies are integrated into the content of other subjects in the school. The strategies will automatically become their learning approach when they attempt to attain their goals. Even though students’ academic performance is not included in this study but improvement of students’ motivational level and their use of learning strategies will become an effective predictor for their better performance in the future.
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